
DiGiCo S31 for Intello Acoustics

Divan Dirker from Intello Acoustics with the
DiGiCo S31.

 

Intello Acoustics, a dynamic Cape Town based production company, have invested in a DiGiCo S31 mixing 
console from DWR Distribution.

 With an emphasis on live outdoor and indoor concerts and events, Intello Acoustics are suppliers of audio, 
lighting, staging and AV. “The S31 is our first DiGiCo console and there is talk of adding another one to our 
stock soon,” commented Grant Olivier, spokesperson for the company. “We’ve been looking to replace and 
upgrade our existing consoles for a while now and we wanted something that would be tech rider friendly, easy 
to use and powerful at the same time.”

 The DiGiCo S31 is a great fit. In the hands of Divan Dirker, Head of Audio at Intello Acoustics, the console has 
already been hard at work at #Imagine 2018 Cape Town, where workshops, talks and worship, directed at 
thousands of teenagers and youth leaders, encourages them to be the agents of change in their communities. 
The S31 was also be used at Harvest 2018, an annual praise and worship event hosted by the CRC Church at 
the Grand West Arena in May.

 “I absolutely love the S31,” said Divan Dirker, who lists his favorite features of the console as the 
workflow, the layout of the console and having everything at his fingertips or at the touch of a 
button. “But for me, the most important feature is the superb quality of sound produced by the 
console.”
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The S31 is the bigger version of the S2, and the latest console in the S Series, allowing for increased 
functionality and accessibility, at an affordable price. With 31 faders and three 10” multi-touch screens, it comes 
in a convenient size, able to fit in the back of a car! 

 S31 comes complete with dual DMI (DiGiCo Multichannel Interface) option card slots, perfect for expandability, 
meaning it can interface with any industry formats, be it Analogue expansion, MADI, Dante, Waves SoundGrid, 
or Calrec’s Hydra 2 Network. All bases are covered.

Bradley Bruchhausen and the team at DWR Distribution would like to take the opportunity to thank Intello 
Acoustics for their valued support. May this investment be the start of even more good things to come!
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